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1) Materials needed for use

Material included

Leka, the educational robot

Power transformer and power cable

The induction charging base

Interactive cards (starter kit)
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Material not included

iOS 15 compatible iPad (essential)

Educational material (hoops, motor modules and so on) that 
may be needed for some activities

WiFi router (necessary)
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2) Robot composition
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LCD screen (images, emotions, videos)

Tags RFID recognition (interactive Leka card reader)

recharging base ( with induction)

protective sphere (shock resisting)

wheels (robot movements)

LED (light stimulation)
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3) Assemble the charging unit ro the adapter

Assemble the correct adapter to the charging unit.
Turn and press until you hear a “click”.
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4) Connect the power cable to the charging base

Connect the power cable to the Base.
Then plug the transformer into an electrical outlet.
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5) Charging the robot

To charge, the robot must be positioned upright and aligned on its 
charging base.
The base makes a “beep” and then flashes green when the robot is 
charging.
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The robot must not be positioned on its side or 
upside down.
If the robot is positioned incorrectly, the charging 
base will beep and the LED will flash orange and red.
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If the robot is positioned upside down on its base,
it will not charge.

wheelwheel
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Make sure that nothing is in the charging base before 
placing the robot on it.
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6) End of the charge

When charging for the first time, it is recommended to let the robot 
charge overnight.

The duration of use of the robot depends on its charge level and 
the use you make of it.
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7) Install the application

Nous vous invitons à télécharger l’application gratuite “My Leka” 
sur votre iPad et à créer votre compte utilisateur Leka.

a. Download the application

b. Create a Leka account
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8) Using the robot
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The robot cannot be used when it is charged and 
plugged into the power supply.
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9) Connect the robot to the iPad

Click on the central button of the main interface of the application.
This red button allows you to detect your robot to connect it with 
Bluetooth.

a. Discovering the interface homepage
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Select your robot on the interface to set up the connection.

b. Connecting the robot with Bluetooth
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You can now perform activities with your Leka robot !

The robot lights up blue then green. It is well connected.

c. Returning to the home interface
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10) Getting started with the application

We invite you to click on each icon to discover the content.

Find our Lekatalogue available on our website on the tab 
Our offer.

https://leka.io



11) Interactive cards (RFID)
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The interactive cards allow you to interact with the robot by placing 
them on its forehead.
Activities using these cards will arrive in the next updates of the 
application :)

Using the card
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If the robot seems to stop working normally, place the 
emergency stop card on its forehead. The robot will 
stop immediately.

To restart the robot, leave the card placed for a few 
more seconds.



60 interactive cards are provided with your robot.

Description of the starter kit

11 number cards (from 0 to 10)

4 shape cards

7 color cards



10 emotion cards (illustrations + pictograms)

5 reinforcer cards

9 cards on fruits and vegetables



2 Leka command cards

2 cards on mathematical symbols (+ and -)

1 card dice

1 card “emergency stop”

8 Leka activity cards






